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K. R. Mangalam University, under the aegis of  K. R. Mangalam Group, began its journey in 2013. Since 
then, K.R. Mangalam University has been striving to fulfill its prime objective of transforming young 
lives through ground-breaking pedagogy, global collaborations, and world-class infrastructure. 
The University gives paramount importance to quality academics and co-curricular activities 
and proactively organizes seminars, industrial visits, experts’ lectures, internships, symposiums, 
campaigns, vibrant cultural celebrations, social responsibility activities, tech training, research, 
and many more activities for holistic development of the students. Recognized for its virtues of 
quality, equality, inclusiveness, sustainability and professional ethics, KRMU is synonymous with 
academic excellence and innovation. 

The university is an impeccable blend of knowledge and technology and is well-equipped with 
a robust ICT system for smooth online operations and remote studies. The vibrant space of the 
university offers a tranquil and pollution-free environment along with world-class infrastructure, 
creating a healthy and comfortable learning ecosystem. 

Core Values

Welcome to 
K.R. Mangalam University

Respect Positivity Innovation Commitment Excellence

Symbol of Excellence

K.R. Mangalam group is committed to imparting excellence in 

education through the KASAM approach

Knowledge

Attitude

Skill

Ambition

Moral Values
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EDUDE FIESTA  2022
(23-25 November 2022)

A culmination of 29 Inter-University Techno-Cultural Competitions, this Fiesta will last 3 days, 
from 23 to 25 November 2022. The uniqueness of this event lies in the diversity it witnesses in 
terms of student participation from various universities. The event will provide opportunities 
as well as alluring experiences to all the participants, to interact with students from various 
institutions and with experts from various fields and gain inspiration from them. Every year, the 
event has been witnessing participants from well-known universities and colleges.

From a range of various techno-cultural categories like debate competitions, poster making, 
drama, drawing, dancing, singing, fashion show, culinary arts, nukkadnatak, quiz, and others, the 
participants may choose any event/s they wish to participate in and win amazing cash prizes. 
Besides, there will be an opportunity for best-performing University to win Trophies and titles:

• University EDUDE FIESTA Rolling Trophy

• University EDUDE FIESTA Rolling Trophy (Runners Up)
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1. Poster Making Competition: Jhalak of Indian Culture (23 Nov 2022)

Student Coordinators- Jeetika: 9671513881, Sejal: 9319579941, Muskaan: 9468161608

A poster-making competition where the participants (solo/duet) will make original, handmade 
posters on the theme ‘Promotion of Indian Culture’. This will give wings to your imagination and 
creativity. The posters will be made on A4 sheets of paper provided by the organizers. 

2. Hackathon (23-25 Nov 2022)

Student Coordinators- Prachi – 9911056235, Onkar - 900605081

A hackathon is an event where participants (either as a team or individually) will come up with 
a project/proof of concept based on the theme or problem statement that is given beforehand, 
and present it in front of the judges. Winners will be decided based on their presentation and the 
project built. One project per team/participant shall be considered for evaluation. The participants 
shall have to ensure that the submission is free from plagiarism. It is a great opportunity for 
innovative minds to present their skills. This is a platform to bring the next-gen evolution by the 
inclusion of new methodology. 
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3. DIY Challenge  (25 Nov 2022)

Student Coordinators- Tapish Choudhary: 77019 44124,Ansh Tyagi: 78273 84093

DIY simply means to make something innovative and attractive out of a material that is of no use 
otherwise. Creating something new from the old, recycling and upcycling, are the best ways to 
reduce one’s carbon footprint, and pollution and thus achieve sustainability. The participants 
shall utilize the unused products brought with them from their surroundings and will create a 
joint act or action by combing waste products. Further, based on the model created, their ideas 
must deploy their applicability. 

4. Creative minds-Innovative & start-up ideas (24 Nov 2022)

Student Coordinators- Ansh Tyagi: 78273 84093, Ritik: 98184 33197

The competition will help participants discover the young entrepreneur in themselves. The 
participants (solo/team) have to present original, innovative and technically viable ideas. The 
participants have to prepare a PowerPoint of around 10-12 slides to present their idea. 

5. E-Poster making Competition (23 Nov 2022)

Student Coordinators- Ayush Solanki: 98101 04438, Tapish Choudhary: 77019 44124, Ritik: 
98184 33197

This competition will allow participants to showcase their artistic talent with the help of digital 
software.  The participants will create a unique digital poster containing pictorial information 
to help the public understand the problems, impact and solutions-oriented approach towards 
eradication of such problems via Engineering and Technology. The theme will be given on the 
spot. The participants shall have to bring their own laptops with them.
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6. Drama Competition (25 Nov 2022)

Theme: Powerful Women Characters from Diverse Backgrounds

Student Coordinators- Naman Gupta: 9811877869, Fatima Durrani: 6306103474, Hitanshi 
Chawla: 7011102225

To commemorate the extraordinary lives of women even in the most mundane situations; to 
celebrate the spirit of women, who shine even in the most adverse conditions and to give respect 
to women from diverse backgrounds in the most creative ways possible, a drama competition 
has been kept to highlight the struggles, the challenges, the vibrance in their lives. The drama 
should be of 15-20 minutes duration and can be in Hindi or English language.

7. Poster Making Competition on “Your Passion! Your Politics”  (24 Nov 2022)

Student Coordinators- Shivam Mishra: 95695 59455, Keshav Aggarwal: 7302903263

Individual participants are encouraged to unleash their creativity on the political and social 
issues they are passionate about and zealous about. The ideas for poster making can range from 
Indian democracy to human rights, environmental rights, climate change, gender rights, peace 
and conflict, cultural rights, refugee crisis, patriarchy and feminism, poverty and hunger or any 
such political and social issues. Great opportunity to express your understanding of Politics!!

8. Roshnikar 2.0 Inter-University Karaoke Singing Competition (24 Nov 2022)

Student Coordinators- Gurusha: 8448801202, Ashutosh: 9939017251

A Solo/Duet/Team competition to let participants showcase their talent in singing. The 
participants will bring their own equipment or instrumental recordings in pen drives or CDs. 
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9.  ‘Innovative Idea Contest: Draw A World With Your Thoughts for Smart 
Village’ (25 Nov 2022)

Student Coordinators- Sejal: 93195 79941, Jeetika: 9671513881

This drawing competition on innovative ideas for smart villages would make the students aware 
of the need to develop the villages. Through their drawings, the participants will be able to 
provide solutions to problems that arise and improve the quality of life in rural areas. It is an 
opportunity for the participants to be creative and identify the prevailing problems associated 
with their villages or the neighbouring villages and thus motivating them to solve them in the 
future.

10. Quiz Competition on the Constitution of India and India’s Struggle for 
Freedom (23 Nov 2022)

Student Coordinators- Mehak: 7982274484, KritarthDhupar: 9971679211, Riya Dagar: 
8588055352

The Quiz Competition is based on the General Knowledge of the students about the country’s 
constitution and facts about the freedom of the nation and the Indian freedom struggle, ethos 
and culture. The participants will participate as a team of 2 and will contest against teams from 
various universities and colleges. 

So, come and test your knowledge of the Indian Constitution!!

11. “Catch the Beat” Western Dance Competition (24 Nov 2022)

Student Coordinators- Ipshita: 9205007421, Penna: 9818403098, Swati: 8174070447 

Ignite your dancing flames!!

A solo, duet, and team competition where the participants will present and contest some major 
dance forms including hip hop, freestyle, Bollywood, Jazz, Waacking, break dancing, ballet, and 
salsa. The participants shall bring their songs/music in their pen drives and CDs, props, etc.

Register Here
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12. “ANTARNAD” (Nukkad Natak on Social Issues) (25 Nov 2022)

Student Coordinators- Mansi Gautam: 7078153664, Anjali Sharma: 9873765157, Nupur 
Jaiswal: 9315975762, Ajay Kumar Singh: 9507558334

Aao yaro aage aao, yaha ki baate sunte jao, yaha se jake sab ko samjhao!!

Nukkad Natak is a form of street art play where 
the actors perform in front of a live audience. 
“Antarnad” refers to the internal dialogue that 
exists in each person. It is the inborn language 
of a person’s soul, the moral compass that 
helps that person distinguish between good 
and wrong, and the light that illuminates her 
path throughout life.

Through this art, the participating teams will 
bring to light the suppressed inner voices of 
people and provide them with a platform to let 
loose and express themselves through Nukkad 
Natak. And since every evil of society has a 
legal resolution to it, the teams will include and 
discuss the pertinent legal aspects of any social 
issue they choose to present.

13. Mushayra (25 Nov 2022)

Student Coordinators- Nupur: 9315975762, Abhay Srivastava: 8887927460

A mushayra is part of the Culture of North India, Pakistan and the Deccan, particularly among 
the Hyderabadi Muslims, and is regarded as a forum for free self-expression.Through this event, 
the participants will exhibit their skills at the poetic symposium.It will be an event where 
participants across universities and colleges will gather to perform their work on any theme of 
their expertise. 

14. Just a Minute (JAM) Competition on Multi-Culturalism in India (24 Nov 2022)

Student Coordinators- Dhruvi: 8084230230, Ishika: 8955743431

In this extempore competition, the participants will be given 60 seconds to speak on the topic 
given to them. The participants may assimilate ideas, use proverbs, jokes and anecdotes to retain 
the audience’s interest and quote examples from their self-experiences.  

Your time starts NOW!!
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15. Poster Making Competition (Theme: Inclusivity in Diversity) (24 Nov 2022)

Student Coordinators- Nishchay Nath Tiwari: 7079907924, Mansi Gautam: 7078153664

A competition inviting Solo entries to prepare original and handmade posters on the theme. The 
participants shall bring along with them the colours they wish to use for the poster.

Rang de Basanti!!

16. Folk Dance/Tribal Dance of India (24 Nov 2022)

Student Coordinators- Aastha Singh: 93228 99359, Prachi Burnwal: 97492 87457

This Folk and tribal dance competition will showcase the dance forms from the heartland that 
reflects the life of the people of a certain country or region. The participants shall reflect their 
ethnicity and traditions through their dancing skills. This is also to celebrate the rural and tribal 
Indians’ life flourishing in the beauty of nature. 

17. Classical Vocal Solo Competition (Hindustani/Carnatic) (23 Nov 2022)

Student Coordinators- Vaishnavi Sharma: 9058583254, Divya Bharti: 9654843302

A solo/duet/team folk singing competition will be a representation of the generational 
development of what can be heard in the present language of music. Music, being the language of 
the masses and culture not only brings people together but also helps to understand their own 
culture and ethnic relation to the kinds. Through Hindustani/Carnatic music, the participants 
will showcase their talent in classical singing. The participants will have to bring their own 
musical instruments. 

18. Seasonal Mocktail Competition  (24 Nov 2022)

Student Coordinators- Simran : 7988083660, Harsh :7862870001

A mocktail-making competition(Team of 2 participants) where the teams will prepare mocktails. 
The competition aims to discover new beverage talents from the participating schools. This 
contest featuring various beverages can have several benefits for the community. Hosting 
a beverage competition is an innovative way to increase student participation in work-based 
learning. The ingredients and basic equipment to be carried by the participants on the day of 
competition to prepare Two drinks of contrasting nature. 
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19. Zaikaa- Chef Competition on Diverse Indian Cuisine (25 Nov 2022)

Student Coordinators- Simran: 7988083660, Harsh: 7862870001

It is a cooking competition to display your competence in cooking. The aim of the competition 
is to discover the culinary talents of the participants. This cooking contest will feature the 
preparation of local Indian food brought from the streets and homes of India. The participants 
shall bring their own raw materials to prepare one main course vegetarian dish and one dessert. 

20. Inter-University “Hindi Hasya Kavi Sammelan” Competition (24 Nov 2022)

Student Coordinators- Anjali: 7206805325, Aditi Verma: 9560608281, Nirdeshika Panchal: 
8851204747

The participants will present a Hindi Hasya Vyang. The minimum time of the presentation will 
be 5 minutes and the maximum time limit will be 8 minutes.The participants will be rated on 
several criteria like presentation, language, hasya vyang content, and creativity.

21. Bharatiya Sanskriti: Classical Dance Competition  (25 Nov 2022)

Student Coordinators- Chetna: 8377993955, Mansi Drall: 9289724636, Devika Thakran: 
8377060043 

The Indian classical dance competition reflects the Bhartiya Sanskritiand in thiscompetition, the 
students will showcase their talent. Participants can choose to perform on different classical 
dance forms such as Bharatanatyam (Tamil Nadu), Kathak (Uttar Pradesh), Kathakali (Kerala), 
Kuchipudi from Andhra Pradesh Odissi (Odisha), Sattriya (Assam), Manipuri (Manipur), 
Mohiniyattam (Kerala) and many more. 

22. Musical Band Competition 

(24 Nov 2022)

Student Coordinators- Yash: 8595679689,  
Rihan: 9728181376, Sonal: 7988055760,  
Khushi: 9306632374

The participants will participate as a team to 
present their skills in music. The participants shall 
bring their own instruments. 
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23. Nukkad Natak on “Save Mother Nature” (23 Nov 2022)

Student Coordinators- Anushka: 8595836083, Poonam: 9667847035, Parth: 9817093421

The event is organized in its endeavour to support community development and promote social 
awareness among the youth. The message to be conveyed through the act would be that mother 
nature has given us a lot and it is our duty to protect it for a better tomorrow. Through the acts, 
the participants will be made aware of the importance of the environment and the protection of 
nature. 

24. ‘LOK KALAKARI’- A Folk art painting competition (23 Nov 2022)

Topic: Aipan Art, Madhubani Art & Warli Art.

Student Coordinators- Manav Poddar: 
9315198477, Tanisha Ramphal: 9910803532, 
Varnan: 9818074789

A group or solo competition where firstly a session 
will be conducted by artist Jagmohan Bangani on 
basics of folk art (Aipan Art, Madhubani Art & 
Warli Art) and then a competition, i.e., Creation 
of art (Painting) will follow. The participant/s in a 
group of a maximum of three or solo, will choose 
any one art form from the mentioned three and 
create a unique artwork that showcases the 
essence of the chosen folk art. The final artwork 
will be judged and the winners will be declared.

25. Fashion Show Competition on the Theme- Your style, Your Way!  (23 Nov 2022)

Student Coordinators- Mansi Bansal: 9315073790, Payal Thakur: 8091097478, Khushal: 
9667858297 

The participants will showcase a self-designed collection of garments (maximum of 20 garments 
can be showcased). The collection may be an inspiration from one’s lifestyle, taste, and way 
of styling. The collection may be supported by various props. The models and props are to be 
brought by the team only. 

Fashion ka hai ye jalwa!!
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26. Sketching Competition: Exploring your Neighbourhood (24 Nov 2022)

Student Coordinators- Harditya: 87080 74353, Sonam: 83760 48642

This sketching competition would make the students aware of the need for conserving and 
preserving the neighbourhood. It will encourage the student to show their creative side 
through drawing while simultaneously developing a habit of conserving nature, identifying the 
environmental problems associated with their society/neighbourhood and motivating them in 
solving them in the future.

27. Fitness Pro Challenge 2 (Life Skills) (23 Nov 2022)

Student Coordinators- Harshit: 9971035834, Aanchal Sharma: 7042599752

The Fitness Pro challenge will provide students with insight into their current fitness level and 
further motivate them to indulge in a healthy lifestyle. There will be a number of competitions 
including gross testing of cardiovascular fitness (through various exercises), obstacle course 
races, tug of war and pushups/squats which will be used to declare the fitness level of participants 
and select the winners. The categories will be separate for females and males. 
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28. Filmography (23-24 Nov 2022)

Theme: Depicting culture through Films using Emerging Technologies 

Student Coordinators- Divyanshu: 9818420694, Diya: 9711656572, Rebecca:7594950207

The event will maintain and promote the essence of film and filmmaking among the students. 
There will be five categories in the competitive round. 1. Feature film 2. Short film 3. Documentary 
4. Animation 5. Ad films. The participants can give solo or team participation. Each participant 
has to make submissions in any/all categories.

29. Visual Exhibition (24 Nov 2022)

Student Coordinators- Niharika: 9318450437, Anjali: 6200016572, Sakshi: 7011327220

Visual arts is a very strong language of communication and expression. This exhibition will be 
organized to promote creativity and aesthetics among students. There will be five categories in 
the competitive round. Also, the exhibitors can sell their artwork. The categories to submit the 
entries are 1. Photography 2. Posters 3. Paintings 4. Digital Art 5. Video stories. 

30. Debate Competition on ‘Hindi Meri Pehchaan’ (24 Nov 2022)

Topic: Should Hindi be the National Language of India?

Student Coordinators- Abhay: 9971486136  Sannah: 9650078124, Kashish: 7065473683

India is a land of diversity comprising individuals from different communities, backgrounds, 
religions, speaking different languages, etc. The choice of a ‘national language’ for India has been 
difficult and has witnessed violence and heated debates. The debate regarding the status of the 
National language of India is an ongoing process. This event invites individuals to share their 
opinion through a healthy debate on 

“Should Hindi be the National language of India”.
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Prizes to be Won*

Cash Prizes for Solo Competitions
• First Prize: Rs. 3,000/-

• Second Prize: Rs. 2,000/-

• Third Prize: Rs. 1,000/-

Cash Prizes for Duet/Trio Competitions
• First Prize: Rs. 3,000/-

• Second Prize: Rs. 2,000/-

• Third Prize: Rs. 1,000/-

Cash Prizes for Team Competitions
• First Prize: Rs. 10,000/-

• Second Prize: Rs. 5,000/-

• Third Prize: Rs. 3,000/-

Certificate of participation will be given to all the 
participants

Special Attraction

The best-performing University or College 
will be given Trophies

• Best University EDUDE FIESTA  
Rolling Trophy

• Best University EDUDE FIESTA  
Rolling Trophy 

(Runners Up)
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* Terms & Conditions Apply
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

1. Registration is a must to participate in any event

2. The registration fee for the event is Rs. 100 for individual participation, Rs. 500 for Duet/Trio 
Participation, and Rs. 1000 for team participation.

3. The participants are required to carry the following while visiting K.R. Mangalam University 
during the events:

(i) University/college-issued valid ID cards and/or BONAFIDES.

(ii) The payment receipts and/or the letter issued by their own institution mentioning the 
details of participants.

4. For the team events, please make sure that the entire team arrives at one time and not in 
divided groups so that the entry process can go on smoothly.

5. Registration can be done by visiting the link: https://forms.gle/n4oCm5nq4BekPLDs9. 

Last day to register is 15th November 2022.
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INSTRUCTIONS TO BE FOLLOWED INSIDE THE 
CAMPUS

All the teams participating in the event must obey the following rules and regulations of K. R. 
Mangalam University.

1. Consumption or possession of liquor or any other intoxicant is strictly prohibited inside the 
campus.

2. Participants are not allowed to enter the University Hostels.

3. The participants must refrain from harming the property of the University. Anybody, if found, 
destroying, damaging or vandalizing the property that belongs to the University, will be fined 
and will be barred from participating in the event.

4. Those who indulge in eve-teasing will have to face serious consequences.

5. Smoking is strictly prohibited inside the University premises and public areas.

6. Entry of vehicles is prohibited inside the campus. The vehicles will only be parked in the 
parking areas identified by the university authorities.

7. Security cards issued at the time of registration should be carried at all times and must be 
produced on demand by the team members/officials of the University.

8. K. R. Mangalam University bears no responsibility for the loss or theft of any belongings. 

We wish you a pleasant and successful event!

MEET THE TEAM

Sports Secretary
Mr. Rajat Joshi 
(9927982749)

Events Secretary
Mr. Rudra Bhardwaj 

(9667409678)
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Amar Mittal 
(B.Com Hons. 2nd Year)

8307675707

Sonam Srivastava
(B. Pharma 2nd Year)

8376048642

Harditya Pachori 
(B.Pharma 2nd Year)

8708074353

Aman Makker
(BBA 2nd Year)

9053587476

Arbaaz Ali
(BBA 2nd Year)

8800837724

Roostum Chaudhary 
(BPT 3rd Year)
9817164988

Yash Sharma
(B.Sc. Agri. 2nd Year)

8595679689

Rohan Philip 
(BID 2nd Year)
9818514831

Dikshit Jha
(B.Tech CSE 2nd Year)

9667351146

Rashmi Mishra
(B.Com Hons. 2nd Year)

8595630366

Aaryan Gora
(B.Tech CSE 1st Year)

8882629735

Srishti Goyal 
(B.Com program 2nd year)

9289034544

Core Team Members
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CONTACT US
FOR MORE DETAILS

Contact Student Welfare
Prof. Tania Gupta 

(Dean, Student Welfare) dsw.krmangalam.edu.in 
Dr. Anshul Saluja 

(Assistant Dean, Student Welfare) swa@krmu.edu.in

  Scan 
TO

RegiSTeR

or CliCk 
https://bit.ly/edudefiesta

Payment Details:

EvENT TyPE REGISTRATION FEES

Solo INR 100 per participant per competition
Duet INR 500 per competition
Team INR 1000 per team per competition

Note: All payments are to be made only from the payment gateway provided in the registration link. 

K.R. Mangalam University
Sohna Road, Gurugram, Delhi-NCR

Phone: 8800697010/12/14


